
Cookie Purpose Source Lifespan

__Secure-3PSIDCC
These cookies are used to deliver ads that 

are more relevant to you and your interests
google.com 2 years

__Secure-1PSIDCC
Cookie required to use website options 

and services
google.com 1 year

__Secure-1PSID
Cookie required to use website options 

and services
google.com 2 years

SIDCC
To provide the identification of trusted 

web traffic
Google Maps 1 year

SID Information while viewing pages google.com 2 years

SSID

They are used by Google to store user 

preferences and information while viewing 

pages with Google Maps on them

google.com 2 years

HSID

They are used by Google to store user 

preferences and information while viewing 

pages with Google Maps on them

google.com 2 years

MUID To store and track visits across websites. Microsoft Clarity 1 year

__Secure-3PAPISID
These cookies are used to deliver ads that 

are more relevant to you and your interests
google.com 2 years

SAPISID

They are used by Google to store user 

preferences and information while viewing 

pages with Google Maps on them

google.com 2 years

__Secure-3PSID
These cookies are used to deliver ads that 

are more relevant to you and your interests
google.com 2 years

APISID

They are used by Google to store user 

preferences and information while viewing 

pages with Google Maps on them

google.com 2 years

__Secure-1PAPISID
Cookie required to use website options 

and services
google.com 2 years

fr To provide ad delivery or retargeting. Facebook 3 month

sb To store browser details. Facebook 2 years

AEC

Ensure that requests within a browsing 

session are made by the user, and not by 

other sites

google.com 6 month

1P_JAR To provide ad delivery or retargeting
Google Ads 

Optimization
1 month

_ga_X6LMX9VR0Y
Cookie necessary for the use of the options 

and services of the website

analytics.google.

com
2 years

ttwid
To store if the user has seen embedded 

content
Tik Tok 1 year



_ttp

To measure and improve the performance 

of your advertising campaigns and to 

personalize the user's experience 

(including ads) on TikTok

Tik Tok 13 months

_utma
Store the calculation of days and time to 

purchase
VideoPress presistent

__stripe_mid Provide fraud prevention Stripe 1 year

_ga Store and count pageviews Google Analytics 2 years

wordpress_sec_a0cf2ae2be082

dc09a1b00d8316e1993

Provide protection against hackers, store 

account details
WordPress 15 days

obuid Targeting/Advertising outbrain.com 90 days

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress Store unique visits Hotjar session

_abck Provide protection against hackers Tik Tok 1 year

_ga_P3F789BL9C Store and count pageviews Google Analytics 1 year

_hjIncludedInSessionSample Statistics Hotjar 30 minutes

wp-settings-1
To check whether your web browser is set 

to allow, or reject cookies
WordPress 1 year

_uetvid Marketing/Tracking Bing Ads 13 months

_cq_suid

Monitor the technical information and use 

of devices that connect to our website to 

protect it from malicious traffic

CHEQ AI 

Technologies
Session

_dc_gtm_UA-156976117-1

Associated with Google Tag and ensures 

that other scripts and codes are uploaded 

to the website

Google.com Relational

last_pys_landing_page
Used to facilitate the 'PixelYourSite' 

plugin which manages analytical services.
Google Analytics 7 days

_ tt_enable_cookie
Measure and improve the performance 

advertising campaigns
Tik Tok 389 days

pys_session_limit To capture data Google Analytics 1 hour

wordpress_test_cookie Read If Cookies Can Be Placed WordPress Session

__utmz Store used keyword and search engine Google Analytics 6 months

wp-

query_monitor_editor_a0cf2ae2

be082dc09a1b00d8316e1993

website changes WordPress 1 year

datr Provide fraud prevention Facebook 2 years

outbrain_cid_fetch

Collects  data on the user’s navigation and 

behavior on the website. This is used to  

compile statistical reports and heatmaps 

for the website owner

outbrain.com 1 day

pys_landing_page Store Which Page Was Visited First PixelYourSite session

SEARCH_SAMESITE
This cookie is used for the correct sending 

of data to Google.
Google 5 months



_hjIncludedInPageviewSample

Set to let know whether that user is 

included in the data sampling defined by 

your pageview limit.

Hotjar 30 min

_cq_duid To protect from malicious traffic
CHEQ AI 

Technologies
3 month

_fbp To store and track visits across websites Facebook 3 month

wordpress_logged_in_a0cf2ae2

be082dc09a1b00d8316e1993
Store logged in users Wordpress persistent

last_pysTrafficSource
To facilitate the 'PixelYourSite' plugin 

which manages our analytical services
Google Analytics 7 days

landing_url Track the landing page Sofwave 1 month

pys_first_visit Manages our analytical services Sofwave 7 days

_hjSessionUser_3007920 Store a unique user ID Hotjar 1 year

wp-settings-time-1

To customize your view of admin 

interface, and possibly also the main site 

interface.

Sofwave 1 year

NID
Provide ad delivery or retargeting, store 

user preferences

Google Ads 

Optimization
6 months

pysTrafficSource Store referring website PixelYourSite 1 day

_ga Store and count pageviews Google Analytics 2 years

cf_clearance Challenge Passage Cloudflare 30 min

_gcl_au Store and track conversions Google Adsense persistent

mp_a36067b00a263cce0299cfd

960e26ecf_mixpanel
Analyzing traffic Mixpanel 1 year

wp-settings-3
Customize the view of admin interface, 

and possibly also the main site interface
WordPress 1 year

 cf_44458_id contact forms WordPress 1 year

cf_44458_person_time contact forms WordPress 1 year

wp-settings-time-3
Customize the view of admin interface, 

and possibly also the main site interface
WordPress 1 year

_clck Store a unique user ID Microsoft Clarity 1 year

pys_start_session To manage the analytical services Google Analytics session

_gid Store and count pageviews Google Analytics 1 day

_hjSession_3007920 Provide functions across pages Hotjar session

PHPSESSID Provide functions across pages PHP session

_fbp Store and track visits across websites Facebook 3 months

_hjid Store a unique user ID Hotjar 1 year

__Secure-ENID

To secure digitally signed and encrypted 

data from the unique Google ID and store 

the most recent login time that Google 

uses to identify visitors, prevent fraudulent 

use of login data and protect visitor data 

from unauthorized parties

Google 1 year

_uetsid Store and track visits across websites Bing Ads 13 months



_cc_id

Collect statistical information in an 

anonymous form about the visitors of the 

website

crwdcntrl.net 1 year


